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NSP CSR COORDINATOR PRESENTS THE PALLIATIVE ITEMS TO THE HON. CHAIRMAN, SHIRORO LGA.
AT THE KUTA IDP CAMP ON 20/04/20

NSPF DONATES PALLIATIVE ITEMS TO THE IDPS
The NSP Foundation donated to the
internally displaced persons (IDPs)
at Kuta, Zumba and Sarkin Pawa/Dangunu areas palliative items to
cushion the economic impact of
the banditry attacks and coronavirus pandemic.
The NSP CSR unit led by the Coordinator for CSR- Engr. Abubakar
Ndaman presented the 320 bags of
rice, 300 bags of semovita, 50
cartons of vegetable oil, 50 cartons
of seasoning, 50 cartons of tomatoes, 50 cartons of antiseptic soap,
28 bags of salt, 7 buckets fitted with
valves and 7 cans of hand wash
soap to the poor and vulnerable.
This was done taking cognizance of
the social/physical distancing rule.
In appreciation of the Foundation’s
goodwill, the Executive Chairman of

Shiroro LGA - Hon, Suleiman Dauda Chikuba on behalf of the
people of Shiroro and Munya Local Government Areas of Niger
State, thanked the Management of NSPCL for this kind gesture.
He then appealed to the Foundation to extend the same help to
the Bosso IDP camp.
Other dignitaries present at the evens which took place from
April 20 – 22, 2020 were the Executive Chairman of Munya LGA
represented by Hon. Garba Luka, the Hon Councilor representing Zumba /Gussoro Ward – Ho. Usman Yusuf, Traditional Heads
and Youth Leaders.
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EDITORIAL

May I welcome our readers to yet another well
packaged edition of the “North South Power
Foundation Newsletter”. North South Power
Foundation Newsletter has arrived to stay and
fully set to propagate the vision and mission of
NSPCL.
Welcome once again to North South Power
Foundation Newsletter, a publication of the
NSP Foundation. As you are aware, the NSP
Foundation Newsletter is intended to highlight
the excellent and outstanding performance of
the in terms of CSR projects/programmes,
events commissioning,
sensitization and
awareness workshops/seminars, facility tours/excursions, courtesy visits, official inaugurations, official luncheons/dinners, awards,
end-of -year ceremonies and global events.
Indeed, how time flies. Exactly 7 months ago,
the North South Power Foundation Newsletter
was delivered to the public in the month of
December 2019. What you are holding in your
hand now is the second edition. It is just like
yesterday. Indeed, time does not walk. It flies.
The very warm positive reception of our maiden
edition emboldens us to offer in this issue richer
menu. We devote a significant portion to the
Company’s CSR projects and programmes.
The cover report “NSPF DONATES PALLIATIVE
ITEMS TO THE IDPS” is about the milestone CSR
achievements of the NSP FOUNDATION.

In this edition, we also present a spotlight on
global events anniversary celebrations. We have
as a matter of utmost necessity introduced in this
edition, a new column;” THE HSE EDUCATION
COLUMN”, where topical health, safety and environment issues will be discussed from time to
time.
In addition, special social events stories/reports
such as sporting activities have also been carried
in this edition.
We will want to know what you feel about the
Newsletter. What are the strength and weakness?
What are the things you want included? In addition, how do you want it to look in the years
ahead? Just write to us, or call us, your contribution could make the difference. You shall be blessed.
Stay on with NSP Foundation Newsletter.
Thank You!
Sam Esumeh.
Editor.
Tel: +234 803 459 6339
Website: https://www.northsouthpower.com
Email: foundation@northsouthpower.com
Facebook: @northsouthpowerfoundation
Twitter: @nspfoundation
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NSP

FOUNDATION
VISION

To transform the communities in which NSP does
business into progressive economic oriented and
environmentally friendly communities and to
encourage the education of its youths.

MISSION

To be a development-oriented organization creating
value and harmonious relationships with its host
communities; with priority focus on poverty alleviation, economic empowerment, environmental protection, education and an advocate for a good quality
of life.
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NSP

CORE VALUES

FOUNDATION

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of establishing the NSP Foundation is to coordinate all the activities of the CSR unit
for North South Power Company Limited, to ensure a
harmonious working relationship between NSP and
its host community and to devote or provide adequate resources to ensure the desired success of the
CSR projects and programmes

NSP Foundation is built on NSPCL's Core
Values, which distinguish us and guide our
actions to deliver results. We conduct our CSR
activities in a socially and environmentally
responsible manner, in line with international
best practices to benefit the communities.
NSP Foundation's core values are:
---Accessibility
---Responsibility
---Sustainability

NSP & TCN JOINT CAMPAIGN
AGAINST COVID-19
On Wednesday, May 13, 2020 at Community
Centre, Chas T Main Camp, Shiroro Hydroelectric
Power Station, the Managements of NSPC and
TCN organized a COVID-19 prevention sensitization and awareness campaign for Community
leaders, Heads of NURTW, Okada, Business men/women unions,Vigilantes, Inter- Religious bodies,
Youth and Women Leaders, the DPO of Shiroro
Division and the Honourable Councilor for Zum-

ba/Gussoro Ward, including staff of NSPCL and
TCN Shiroro. A total number of was Fifty-Nine (59)
Participants were in attendance.
The factor that led to the urgency of this exercise
was a reaction to the coronavirus pandemic in
Nigeria and following a recent index case in Niger
State and Zumba. The primary objective of the
programme therefore was to sensitize people to
avoid contact with EVERYONE and to stop
SPREAD of COVID-19.
The practical demonstrations provided details
about the protection and prevention of COVID-19
where participants gained knowledge and experience on how to measure the 2-meter physical
distance to avoid contact with anyone, regular
hand washing with soap/ use of hand sanitizers
and wearing face mask. Essentially, all participants, religious leaders and stakeholders agreed
that all religious worships and group gatherings
should be suspended for now.

Engr Sani Gwarzo- AGM SNCC, TCN

2 m physical distancing and Cross-section of participants
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NSP CONDUCTS ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL
IMPACT ASSESSMENT (ESIA) FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF NSP FOUNDATION KAWOTA
- DANGUNU FISH FARM PROJECT
In line with the mandatory obligation for
Organization to carry out environmental and
social impact assessment for a project of this
nature, to evaluate the project impact on the
Host Community and its
environs, NSP
engaged the services of Jawura Environmental Service to establish and evaluate conditions of the soil, water and air within and
around the Fish Farm Project site at Kawota Dangunu.
This exercise which included but not limited
to gathering of information/data from the
catchment area of the Project took place
from March 10 - 16, 2020.The thrust of the programme were compliance with the legal
requirements and best practices that guide
the construction of Fishponds, fish feeds production and the fish processing; establishment of a robust understanding of the existing environmental and social factors of the
project location and the adjoining communi-

ties
Other key issues were the identification of the
potential impacts upon the environment of
Kawota/Dangunu communities and adjoining
local communities (both positive and negative)
that will result from the operation of the fish
value chain project and ensuring that the design,
implementation, operation and subsequent
operations of the fish farm project is carried out
in such a way to minimize adverse impacts on the
Community and maximize potential benefits to
the environment and effected communities
Participants totaling 62 with representatives
from Federal/State Ministry of Environment,
Jawura Environmental Services, Nova Technologies, Global Vet Care, representatives of Dam
Host Community Committee and NSPCL attended the Stakeholder engagement forum at the
District Head’s Palace.

THE HSE EDUCATION COLUMN
In this column, topical health safety and
environment (HSE) as well as global
events’ issues are discussed by experts
from time to time. HSE Team’s maiden
articles “World Cancer Day Celebration
2020 and World Water Day Celebration
2020: Water and Climate Change” in
this column will surely Interest you.
Enjoy a wonderful experience!
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WORLD CANCER DAY
Celebration 2020

Picture Overview of the General Road Walk
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To commemorate the World Cancer DAY 2020,
North South Power Company Limited held a
“Kick Cancer out of workplace walk” program.
This year’s event tagged ‘I AM, and I WILL’ was
held at the Shiroro Hydroelectric Power Plant
on Tuesday 4th Feb 2020.

(250) personnel participated in the event and it
was indeed successful.
CONCLUSION
This event is important because it reminds the
organization and the Public that cancer is on the
increase due to climate change, increase in population, industrial activities, food processing,
genetic disposition and poverty – there is still a
vital need to increase awareness and improve
education.

The day started with a 1km walk (Kicking Cancer
out of the workplace) followed by a series of
session of handwashing to demonstrate the
role of cleanliness to ‘total wellbeing’, a fruit
breakfast to depict healthy eating and then
presentation by our medical personnel to
further raise awareness on cancer including its
prevention, early detection and management.

RECOMMENDATION
1. The event was very educative and informative,
the presentations should be documented and
forwarded to all personnel, and the lessons learnt
should be carefully applied in our individual lives
- General Manager, Plant Services

During the event, we partnered with the Institution of Occupational
Safety and Health
(IOSH) on her No Time to Lose (NTTL) Campaign which aimed at getting carcinogenic
exposure widely understood and eliminated
from workplace. It was indeed an opportunity
for us to unite in the fight against occupational
cancer.

2. Cancer screening should be conducted for all
personnel within the first quarter of the year
APPRECIATION
We thank the leadership of the Company for the
vision to improve employees’ health and wellbeing

The event featured presentations by our
in-house Doctor and Nurses on Prostate, Breast
and Cervical cancer with an interactive session
afterwards. In total, over two hundred and fifty

Planning Team: Mrs. Esther Bitiyong, Titus Arannilewa, Timothy Aluko, Priscilla Obot and Emeka
Ugwu
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world water day 2020
WATER AND CLIMATE CHANGE

World’s water day 2020 commemoration is
about water and climate change – and how
the two are inextricably linked. This
becomes even more significant as climate
change starts to have an impact on the
global hydrological system, increasing
extreme weather events.
Following the Sustainable development
goals: 6, 7 and 13 which deal with Clean
water and sanitation, clean energy and
Climate Action respectively.
It is globally recognized that clean water is a
challenge in some part of the world and
efforts to make it available (treatment,
pumping, heating etc.) is contributing to
the present climate change and associated
health issues.
What are the health impacts?
Lack of access to clean water can result in
pneumonia, diarrhea, cholera, dysentery,
typhoid
etc. With safe drinking water, sanitation,
and hygiene, lives will be saved!
Climate Action – How can the efficient use
of water reduce greenhouse gases?
It takes lots of energy to pump, treat, and
heat water (for information, 3% of the
nation's energy is used for this). So, using
less water will reduce amount of energy
used and this will also lead to a reduction on
our carbon emissions, which makes up
most greenhouse gases, and leads to
climate change.

(including irrigation, water supply, and flood control)
that allows the water storage to be redistributed in
space and time, providing a higher systemic resilience and capacity to adapt to climate change.
Today, more than ever, the global community is
focusing on the need for low-carbon, reliable and
resilient power systems, we will continue to strengthen our policies, capacity building, monitor/mitigating
our GHG emissions, ensure we net off all insignificant
emissions with afforestation (planting of trees) and
other initiatives, hence contributing our quota to
achieve the sustainable targets on energy (SDG7),
water (SDG6), and climate (SDG13).
It is important to note that the water that goes
straight down the drain without being properly
utilized is a waste and is costly to you, the environment and NSP
Finally, as part of our corporate social responsibility,
NSP has tied into the SDG 6&7 by extending the provision of clean water to neighboring communities
(ref NSP CSR newsletter) and We will continue working to raise awareness and share good practices
about the water management services that hydropower provides to advance the achievement of the
Sustainable Development Goals.
We are North South Power Company Limited!
We generate Power with Water!
Every drop lights the world!
NSP HSE TEAM!

From hydropower standpoint:
Hydropower is a major player on the world
renewable energy stage, responsible for
around 16 per cent of global electricity generation, and its infrastructure, if sustainably
managed, provides vital freshwater services, such as water supply and storage (Ref
NSP Water treatment plant), irrigation,
flood control and drought prevention.
NSPCL is poised to support the achievement of the 2030 Sustainable development
agenda with our ability to store water in
reservoirs, and provide several services
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GALKOGO DISTRICT HEAD COMMENDS
NSP FOUNDATION FOR THE PROVISION OF SOCIAL
AMENITIES AND FARM SUPPORT IMPLEMENTS
The District Head of Galkogo, Mallam Umar Bala Aliyu has commended NSP Foundation for providiving social amenities to the dam host communities. The commendation was made during the
flag-off ceremony of the distribution of the Agro materials to the 12 districts of the Shiroro Hydroelectric Power Station on Wednesday, July 1, 2020 at the Estate Maintenance office.
Mallam Umar Bala Aliyu expressed satisfaction that with the inception of NSP Found, the problem
of perennial lack of social amenities and other CSR related activities has been solved, such as the
sinking of 2 motorized boreholes with overhead tanks. He also praised NSP Management for showing ecstatic interest towards the wellbeing of the IDPs, by providing some palliative items (food and
healthcare)
The District Head used the opportuinty to request for the renovation of the Community Primary
School and the Primary Healthcare Cantre while promising to always eschew violence in its entirely
and embrace peace in his domain, which is the bedrock for any meaningful socio-economic development.

(L-R) District Head of Galkogo and A scene from the flag-off of
the distribution of the Agro implement (01-07-2020)
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INTERVIEW WITH THE SARKI ZUMBA,
ZUMBA DISTRICT, SHIRORO L.G.A, NIGER STATE
Considering the role played by His Royal Father in terms of purposeful leadership and unalloyed
commitment to peace and progress by building a bridge of understanding between the Host
COmmunity and NSPCL, Shiroro Hydroelectric Power Station, NSP Foundation Newsletter is
pleased to feature Sarki Zumba to throw more lights. (Please enjoy the excerpts)
NSPFN: Your Royal Highness, may we
know you, Sir?
SARKI ZUMBA: My name is Mallam Musa
Umaru. Well, let me just say that I was
turbaned on 16th July 2015, as Sarki
Zumba. Before my coronation, I served as
Chiroma, next in command Sarki Zumba
under my late father, Mallam Umaru Ibrahim, who died in 2014.
NSPFN: Sir, how would you describe the
relationship between NSP and your Community?

of furniture for the two schools.
Establishment of tertiary institution such as Polytechnic or College of Education, Rehabilitation of the
Zumba-Gwada, Zumba-Shiroro and Zumba-Kuta
access roads. Employment opportunity for the
youths into high grade cadre, and consideration of
higher contracts awards.
NSPFN: Thank you very much your Royal Highness;
It’s been a wonderful experience.
SARKI ZUMBA: Thank you and you are welcome.

SARKI ZUMBA: I can say that the relationship between my community and the
company has been mutually cordial. This
has been made possible by NSP’s CSR
projects and programmes such as provision of borehole at Lambu, Anguwan
Haske, Dnabo, Eddah, Awasha and
Zumba; construction and furnishing of an
ultra modern classrooms building, construction of a standard community
market toilet facility and regular electricity
supply.
NSPFN: What are your challenges?
SARKI ZUMBA: Challenges in Zumba
Community or any agraian community
are just the same you have or expect. One,
the fundamental challenges have to do
with the fact that so many villages lack
social amenities and improved means of
livelihood. It’s a serious draw back anywhere across the communities. Under my
watch, here are the challenges we have:
Provision of boreholes to Jankasa, Algani,
Shanga, Gbeidna, Zhwidna and Asha
villages. Rehabilitation of Zumba Community Health Clinic, Renovation of Model
and Central Primary Schools and provision
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Photo Speak
NSPF ULTRA MODERN BUILDING DONATED TO ZUMBA
COMMUNITY IN NOVEMBER 2019.

NSP communication system at Gunu
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DISTRIBUTION OF AGRO FARM IMPLEMENTS

SARKIN PAWA DISTRICT

MANTA DISTRICT

GINI DISTRICT

GURUMANA DISTRICT
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NORTH SOUTH POWER FOUNDATION:

TOWARDS A HEALTHY,
SAFE , PEACEFUL ENVIRONMENT
AND SUCCESSFUL COMMUNITY.
The best feeling in life is watching things finally
fall into place after hard work! Success is not
always about greatness. It is about consistent
efforts in building, maintaining and passionately sustaining the development of the host community!
Looking at the Foundations activities from
humble beginnings in 2019, we have a lot to
credit the reputation of the Foundation positive
and impactful CSR activities. NSP Foundation
established in 2019 has achieved impressive
milestones in its CSR activities.
Today, we are proud to announce that the Foundation has achieved the followings:
1. Potable Water Supply:
Construction of 15 boreholes at Galkogo, Lambu,
Anguwan Haske, Eddah, Dnabo, Awasha, Gbegbetuko,
Zhiwi,
Kadna,
Abalolo-Shengu,
Paida-Kuchi and Gussoro
2. Education Support;
Construction and furnished of an ultra-modern
3 - Classroom block and facilities for Zumba Secondary School.
Sponsorship of 48 candidates in the 2019 and
2020 WAEC and JAMB Examinations
Offer of Scholarship Awards to 3 indigenes of
Guni Community.
3. Agriculture Support:
Provision of a Farm Tractor to assist farmers to
plough their farmlands
Establishment of a Fish Farm, Processing and
Feed Production Factory at Kawota in Dangunu

District.
Distribution of 120 number of knàpsack sprayers
and 120 cartons of Herbicides to the 12 Districts of
the host Communities.
Establishment of 3 other cottage industries: Yam
processing at Injita-Guni, cassava processing at
Gwada and grains processing at Eddah- Zumba
under final due process ststage.
4. Rural Electrification:
Contract award for the electrification of Nudna,
Eddah, Shakodna, Awasha, Gbegbetuko, Zhiwi,
Kam and Kpmakpma Communities.
5. Palliative Care and Corporate Goodwill:
Donation of 404 bags of rice, 300 bags of semovita, 53 cartons of vegetable oil, 50 cartons of seasoning, 50 cartons of tomatoes, 2 bags of beans, 3
cartons of milk, 3 cartons of millo, 2 cartons of
lipton, 2 bags of sugar, 10 cartons of fruit juice, 50
cartons of antiseptic soap, 28 bags of salt, 7 buckets fitted with valves for handwashing, 7 cans of
hand sanitizers; and 28 sets traditional atires (Babanriga) to internationally displaced persons
(IDPs) and Community leaders, religious leaders
and Host Community Representatives.
NSP Foundation no doubt will continue to support the host community and stakeholders in
their collective efforts towards a healthy, safe,
Peaceful Environment and Successful Community.
More than ever before, the Foundation is committed to its CSR policy and reputation management
and working assiduously to ensure sustainable
CSR projects and programmes.
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HER ROYAL MAJESTY,
THE QUEEN OF KUMBWADA
LAUDS NORTH SOUTH POWER FOUNDATION
Her Royal Majesty, the Queen of Kumbwada (a village in Munya L.G.A of Niger State where only
females rule), Hajiya Hadizatu Ahmed, commended NSP Foundation for giving back to the COmmunities where it operates. HRM, a simple but well organized, articulate, virtuous, happy, easy-going and a visionary female Leader made this comment while receiving the NSP Foundation Agric
support implements/materials on behalf of Kabula District on Friday, July 3, 2020.
In her words: Please tell Oga that we are indeed grateful and that we look forward to more of these
kind gestures in future. She then prayed for permanent peace, protection of lives and properties,
and mutual understanding to continuously prevail in Shiroro Dam Community. She also wished the
Company, Management, and staff God/s abundant blessings always.

HRM, QUEEN OF KUMBWADA KINGDOM, MUNYA LGA, NIGER STATE,
HAJIYA HADIZATU AHMED
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